
Above and Below the Sea Floor

"ABOVE AND BELOW THE SEA FLOOR" is excerpted and adapted from Alaska Tidelines, Volume IV, Number
5, February 1982. Virginia Si ms, edi tor. Copyright C 1982, The Alaska Geographic Society,
Robert A. Henni ng, presi dent. All rights reserved. Special permission for has been granted by
The Alaska Geographic Society, Box 4-EEE, Anchorage, Alaska 99509, to allow duplication of this
worksheet for classroom use from 1984 through 1986. Each duplicate must bear this copyright
notice, and the permission for such duplication does not extend to any other material on which
The Alaska Geographic Society holds copyright.

Alaska's landmass doesn't end with its coastline. It slopes
gently out beneath the seas, forming a vast underwater plateau
called the continental shelf  shown in cross-hatching!. The
marine life above and the mineral wealth within this shelf make
it one of the richest resource areas in the world.

Waters and submerged lands outside the state's three-mile limit
are controlled by the federal government, which in 1981 announced
a plan to greatly speed up offshore oil lease sales. Over a
five-year period, from 1982 to 1987, 17 sales would be held
throughout the Alaska outer continental shelf. This map shows
the "planning areas" for the sales. The amount of oil listed for
each area is an estimate of undiscovered recoverable resources,
which are resources that can be extracted economically with
existing technology. The estimates take into account the
economic risk that an area may be found to have no commercial
quantities of oil.  Figures are from the Arctic Summar Re ort,
Jan. 1983, the Berin Sea Summar Re ort, Sept. 1983, and the
Gulf of Alaska Summar Re ort U date, May 1984, published by the
Minerals Management Service of the U.S. Dept. of the Interior.!
 There is no way, of course, for this map to cover the fisheries
and marine mammals in this area--except for a few.!

While the federal government has the last word on when, where and
whether the lease sales will be held, the program is submitted to
the state for comment and review. You be the reviewer:

1. According to these figures, which area holds the most oil?

2. How many planning areas do the bowhead whales pass through
on their annual migrations?



3. The Trans-Alaska Pipeline carries about 1.5 million barrels
of oil at day from the Prudhoe Bay to Valdez. At that rate,
how long would it take a pipeline of that size �8 inches in
diameter! to carry all the  estimated! oil from the Norton
Basin' ?

4. Nhich is closer to Unalakleet  using the scale of
miles!--the edge of the Outer Continental Shelf or the
Alaska-Canada border'?
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Oil in Troubled Waters

A Tidelines TV News Special

41

 Note: Before this article appeared in February of l982, it was
circulated to representatives of fishing, oil and gas, environ-
mental and Native groups for critical review as to content and
balance. Some changes have been made in the original text in an
effort to present all sides as fairly as possible.!

Winds of change are blowing over Alaska. When the largest oil
field in North America was discovered at Prudhoe Bay in the late
l960s, few doubted that the state would ever be quite the same
agair>

This is an imaginary TV News Special about the problems and
promises of future oil development. The people in it are
imaginary, too. But their questions and concerns are very real.
And they have been discussed in such widely scattered places as
an oil company board room, the wheelhouse of a fishing boat, and
the community hall of an isolated village on the shores of the
Bering Sea.

Read the script through. Then choose members of your class for
each part and let them select a team of "advisers." Each part
represents a different point of view, and there are other
arguments you might think of as you go along.

Cast of. Characters:

MODERATOR
CARRIE, spokesperson for the U.S. Interior Department
MIKE, oil and gas company official
JIM, member, Alaska chapter, Friends of the Environment
OI,AF, commercial fisherman
JOE, North Slope Borough official
BARB, member of the governor's staff
JACOB, Mayor of a village on the Berinq Sea coast
FAY, marine biologist

MODERATOR: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen.

Prudhoe Bay seems far away to most Alaskans. Still,
the oil incotre from that great discovery has touched
people in all parts of the state. It has meant less
taxes, more jobs, better airports, low-cost loans,

"OIL IN TROUBLED WATERS" i s excerpted from Alaska Tide'lines, Volume IV, Number 5, February 1982.
Virginia Sims, editor. Copyright O 1982, The Alaska Geographic Society, Robert A. Henning,
president. All rights reserved. Special permission has been granted by The Alaska Geographic
Society, Box W-EEE, Anchorage, Alaska 99509, to al Iow duplication of thi s worksheet for classroom
use from 1984 through 1986. Each duplicate must bear this copyright notice, and the permission
for such duplication does not extend to any other material on which The Alaska Geographic Society
holds copyright.
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satellite TV, new village schools with basketball
courts and hot showers, and a lot of other things we
didn't think we'd get for awhile.

Oil development always ha. its risks, especially
where unspoiled seas and coasts and wilderness areas
are concerned. But so far the damage has been
limited to an occasional spill along the
Trans-Alaska pipeline to Valdez.

Then last spring the U.S. Interior Department
announced a plan for oil development that would
bring the risks of Prudhoe Bay to more than
two-thirds of Alaska's coastline. In a move to make
the nation less dependent on foreign oil, the
government said it would speed up lease sales on
hundreds of millions of acres of offshore lands in

the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort seas. Most of
these waters not only have been called the most
dangerous in the world, but they also hold some of
the richest. fisheries in the world.

That announcement touched off a storm of

protest--from fishermen, from environmentalists, and
from the people who live along those isolated
coasts. is it possible to drill safely in such
treacherous waters? Can you clean up a spill in
40-foot seas? Are we moving too far too fast?

Our panel here tonight is made up of people who will
try to answer some of those questions, and may raise
some more of their own. Let's start with you,
Carrie. Tell us about this new plan. Arid why the
big rush to drill offshore?

The President feels very strongly that we need to
find out as soon as possible how much oil the United
States has within its borders. We think more than

half of the nation's undiscovered oil may lie in
Alaska and its outer continental shelf. But we
won't know for sure until we look. So we want to

give the oil and gas people a chance to discover
what's out there and where it is.

CARRI E:

How much offshore land are we talking about?MODERATOR:

CARRIE: Some changes still are being made. But our original
plan is to offer about 200 million acres for leasing
each year for the next five years. All that land
certainly won't be leased. But the oil companies
will be able to develop the most promising tracts.



One billion acres in five years is far too much.
That adds up to an area about the size of the whole
land mass of Alaska. You even took the oil
companies by surprise. Some of them said it might
be more than their experts and equipment could
handle.

Oh, no. We can handle it. We' re ready. We' ve more
than doubled our offshore surveying over the past
two years. We wouldn't be out there if we didn' t
know what we were doing.

You see, Jim, most of these areas were already set
for future leasing. We just increased the number of
sales, changed some of the dates, and rearranged a
few boundaries so that they line up better with the
best potential oil basins.

You sure did a job on some of those boundaries. You
enlarged the North Aleutian Basin to take in Bristol
Bay, which has the biggest red salmon runs in the
world. Think of the damage a spill out there might
do! And that's not all. During the height of the
season we hardly have room for our own fishing
fleet--and think of the foul-up of boats and nets
and drilling rigs and seismograph tows...

 interrupting! We would hold up exploration during
the peak of the runs.

Well, how about St. George Basin? There are
year-round fisheries out there--for pollock, cod,
yellowfin sole. Millions of tons of whitefish are
harvested each year in that area by foreign fishing
fleets. It's a major source of food fish for the
world. And it's also one of the state's prime
crab-fishing grounds.

The point is that fish are renewable resources. Oil
isn' t. These fisheries can last for thousands of
years if we don't goof. But the life of an oil
field is only 20 to a top of 50 years.

The governor went through the roof when he heard
that Bristol Bay was included. And he didn't like
the idea of leasing in St. George Basin much better.
But at his request, Interior Secretary Watt said he
might change or delay some of the sales in those two
areas.

Interior Secretary Watt is a reasonable man. He' s
aware of Alaska's concerns. He will listen to facts
presented to him about possible risks. But because
of the nation's pressing need for oil, he won' t
listen to fears unsupported by facts or experience.



But we fishermen are about the only ones who have
had experience in the southeast Bering sea. And we
know how wild those waters can be. Winds to 130
miles an hour. Snow, sleet, rain, fog. It isn' t
called the worst weather in the world for nothing.

We know, too. We hunt on the moving ice pack
farther north. And we have been caught in
snowstorms where you cannot see ten feet, with winds
so strong you have to get down and crawl to move.
How would you clean up an oil spill in weather like
that?

The government itself has made some pretty
frightening forecasts for oil development in the
Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort seas. It says right
here in its own Environmental Impact Statement that
we can expect 30 oil spills of more than one thou-
sand barrels and 10 oil spills of more than ten
thousand barrels during the probable life of these
basins.

Those reports have to consider the whole range of
possibilities--from no spills at all to the worst
that can be expected. And, of course, everybody
seems to leap on the worst possibilities.

Well, my understanding was that those f'gures were
"best guesses'� "

Actually, Jim, we have a very clean record offshore.
Let, me give ~ou a few figures. In the past ten
years there have only been two spills of more than
1,000 barrels from all of the offshore rigs operat-
ing in U.S. waters' Probably the worst pill we' ve
ever had was in 1969 off Santa Barbara, California.
And even that did no lasting damage. The fish were
still there--although the fishermen didn't want to
put their nets down through the oil. And the
shellfish re-established them elves within a year or
two.

The idea of trying to fish in oily waters is
sickening. Who would want the fish? Our only cash
income comes from commercial fishing. How could we
make any money? We could not go to the bank. The
Bering Sea is our bank. Furthermore, anything that
affects the food chain of the sea would do far more
damage here, because the growth rate of marine life
is far slower in cold water.

1 was talking about the worst case, Jacob. We' ve
learned a lot since then. And we' ve found that in
the long run, oil development has had very little
effect on the fisheries.
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The governor says he'd sleep better at night if he
heard that from a marine biologist instead of a
petroleum engineer .

BARB:

Well, let's hear from our marine biologist. What do
scientists think, Fay?

MODERATOR:

Frankly, scientists disagree on the effects of oil
on fish and shellfish. Some say that fish like
salmon wouldn't be affected because they could swim
away from a spill. Others think the oil might
disrupt their migrations--even plugging up their
nostrils and throwing off their homing instincts.

FAY:

We do know that oil is disastrous to seabirds. It
gets into their systems when they preen their
feathers, and it destroys their insulation so that.
they freeze or drown. Marine mammals that depend on
their fur for insulation, such as fur seals, sea
otters and polar bears, also would suffer. We need
to know much more about this. But unfortunately,
federal funds for such studies are being cut back
severely.

Believe me, we don't want any oil spills either.
And we haven't had any to speak of up here. We' ve
developed new drilling techniques for the Beaufort
Sea. And as Joe knows, that's a hazardous
environment. We' ve been operating safely in the
upper Cook Inlet for more than 20 years. Cook Inlet
has a silty bottom, much like the Bering and Chukchi
seas. And there we' ve learned to deal with some of
the biggest tides in the world and chunks of ice
churning around all winter.

MINE.

But what if you did get a spill, Mike. How could
you clean it up?

FAY

It would be tough and tricky. No question about
that. But we' ve done a lot of research on Beaufort
Sea conditions, and we' ve learned from our Canadian
neighbors who have drilled in broken ice farther
offshore than we have.

MIKE:

Deepwater bottom-dwellers such as crab probably
wouldn't be directly affected because in very cold
water the oil usually stays on the surface. But an
oil spill certainly could kill young crabs and other
free-swimming larvae. And if storms or breaking
waves churn the oil into bottom sediments,
intertidal life could be smothered.



Actually, we' ve found that our cold climate is a
help, so far as cleaning up oil is concerned. Oil
in very cold water will thicken and stay on the
surface where it can be skimmed up or soaked up.
Cold water also keeps it from spreading. For
example, a spill of as much as 40,000 barrels in
calm cold would cover less than a mile up here,
where the same spill in warmer waters might cover up
to 100 miles.

What, if the oil is trapped beneath the ice, or is
caught in the moving ice as Jacob was talking about?

JOE:

That's a bigger problem. But floating ice sometimes
acts as a natural barrier to contain the oil until
we get to it...

MIKE:

...if you can get to it...JOE:

JACOB:

How about trying to clean up a spill in 40-foot seas
with waves breaking all over the place'?

OLAF

Well, no, we wouldn't even try it. But that's where
nature takes over for us. In stormy seas, the oil
breaks up and evaporates very rapidly. The open
ocean has a great ability to absorb oil.

M!KE:

Listen, Mike, we don't want to sound totally
negative because we all need the gas and oil. We
need it for our fishing boats, our snowmachines, our
trucks, our planes. We just wish you'd get it
somewhere else. And what I would like to know is

this: Can anything be done to stop these offshore
sales?

OLAF:

Well, the plan still must be approved by the
President and passed upon by the Congress.

CARRIE:

But the President is the one who asked for it. in the
first place, and he certainly seems to be able to
get what he wants from Congress.

JOE:

Well, it's federal land. All offshore land outside
the state's three-mile limit belongs to the federal
government. And so does the oil from those lands.
You' ve got to realize that that oil doesn't belong
to Alaskans any more than it belongs to somebody in
Nebraska.

CARRIE:

...if you could find it. You would probably find it
washed up on our beaches after break-up.
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And unlike the Prudhoe Bay oil, the state won't get
a penny for it--except possibly in a few cases where
the oil fields might extend out under state lands.

Not all the profits. The oil companies are still
making plenty of money.

But the state has raised our taxes to the point
where we can hardly afford to operate up here. So
you shouldn't be surprised that we' re willing to
move offshore.

Still it seems strange. Our lives depend on the
fish and animals that live in those waters. You
could not find a place to drill that could do us
more harm. Yet because it is federal land, we have
nothing to say about what you do out there. And we
will get nothing for it.

Well, talk to Joe here. The North Slope Borough has
certainly benefited from the jobs and dollars oil
development has brought in.

Fortunately, Prudhoe Bay is far away from most of
our villages. So we are able to benefit without the
bad direct effects of a boom-town. Some of our
people hald jobs at Prudhoe. But their tours of
duty allow for time off so that they can go home to
hunt and fish. And some of our villages have
invested in the construction of drilling rigs.

That's odd, since you' ve been fighting oil
development because of its possible effects on the
bowhead whale.

The oil industry is there. That is a fact of life.
So to survive, we must make trade-offs.

We' re an organized borough, of course, so we can tax
oil and gas facilities on lands within our borders.
And what we have done is to use this tax money to
hire our own people to build new homes, public
buildings, light plants and other things that we
need--not just in Barrow but in all of our villages.

Now wait a

running on
producing.
dollars to

profits.

minute, Barb. This state has been
oil dollars ever since Prudhoe Bay began

We' ve spent hundreds of millions of
find the oil and you take all the
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But we don't have any regional government. Our
villages are on their own. What will we do when the
oil companies move in? What will happen to our
lifestyle and our culture? Will it be like Unalaska
after the fishing industry moved in at Dutch Harbor?
Unalaska isn't an Aleut village any more. It is
just a village with some Aleuts living in it.

No, no. It doesn't have to be like that. You and
your village can decide whether you want to be
involved. And if you don' t, we' ll go somewhere
else.

For example, Yakutat chose not to get involved when
we were exploring for oil off the North Gulf Coast.
So our drilling crews just flew in and out of the
airport and never even went into town. On the other
hand, Kenai chose to participate, and our plants and
refineries there have 90 percent. local hire.

And it isn't just the jobs. If we plan together,
some of the oil company's needs might be helpful to
you in the future. Like enlarging the airport or
the boat harbor, or improving your roads and water
systems. Kaybe even building our warehouse with
slanted floors so that you can use it later as a
fish processing plant. You might think of these
things, too, when you talk about "quality of life."

Well, we heard about a recent poll in Barrow that
made us wonder. The people were asked about changes
that had occurred since oil development began. And
even though Prudhoe Bay is more than 200 miles away,
they said there was more fighting, drinking and drug
abuse in Barrow than there used to be, and not as
much helping and sharing. They said prices had
risen sharply and fish and game stocks had declined.
They still rated the quality of life as "good," but
not as good as it was in 1970.

So we worry about what it would be like in our
villages. We are so small and the oil companies are
so big And the travelling alesman has been here
before.

We are not travelling salesmen. Alaska is our home,
too, and we are goizig to be here for many year-s. We
can work together. It isn't oil versus fisheries,
or oil versus life 'tyles or oil versus anything
else. It's oil and fish ard whales and seals and

people...
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Sometimes it seems as though the outside world is
asking the impossible of Alaska. They want us to
provide the oil for their industrial economy. They
want our prime fish products from unpolluted waters.
And they still want us to remain the great unspoiled
wilderness area of their dreams.

BARB:

Well, we' ve lived through all kinds of "rushes"
before--for gold, for furs, for fish...

FAY:

And there will be more in the future--for coal, for
minerals...

CARRIE:

Which means we' ve got to handle this one better than
it's ever been handled before.

JIM:

And we can do i t. if we' re careful--if we don't cut
any corners.

JOE:

The oil has been there for millions of years. It
will last a little longer.

JACOB:

Which brings us back to the first question: What' s
the big hurry?

OLAF:

The preceding article is excerpted from Alaska Tidel ines  see credit at beginning!.

The story of development of Alaska's offshore oil resources is
just beginning. Find out what has happened since this imaginary
debate took place in l982, and watch for TV arid newspaper reports
on the current situation.



Riches and Risks4J

"RICHES AND RISKS" crossword puzz'le is reprinted from Alaska Tidel ines, Volume IV, Number 5,
February 'l982, Virginia Sims, editor. Copyright @ 1982, The Alaska Geographic Society, Robert

A. Henning, president, All rights reserved. Special permission has been granted by The Alaska
Geographic Society, Box 4-EEE, Anchorage, Alaska 99509, to al low dupliration of this worksheet
for classroom use from 1984 through 1986. Each duplicate must bear this copyright notice, and
the permission for such duplication does not extend to any other material on which The Alaska
Geographic Society holds copyright.

Starred  *! words are based on information in this activity.

ACROSS

DOWN

*1. Some Alaskans feel that offshore oil

exploratfon might be moving too far too

*2. Oi'I is tougher to clean up in broken
ice than ft is when the waters are

e1, One of the big problems facfng Alaskans

today fs how to safely produce both ofl

and

e5. Especially since the U,S, plans to
speed up oi'I lease sales fn the Bering,
Chukchi and Beaufort

w9. About 200 million  singular! will

be offered each year for the next five

years.

*10. Most Prudhoe Bay oil is shipped Outside
from the of Valdez.

*11. The  init. ! Bering Sea is a major
source of food � across! for the

world.

12. In baseball, "runs batted in"  abbr.!.

14. Each  abbr,!.

15. In football, wtouchdownsn  abbr.!.
*17. We still have much to learn about how

to up oil spills in stormy,
fce-fflled waters.

19, Cent  abbr.!.

21. Sixth note of the musical scale.

over.

3. Sag Rf ver  init.!.
4. Hfm or

*5, With oil maybe a good motto might be:
"Drill i' but don' t it."

6. Equal Opportunf ty  fnft.!.

+7. The government plans to offer for oil
leasing an about the size of the
whole land mass of Alaska.

8. Stanley's friends call him
13. British Columbia  init.!.

+16. Outer Continental Shel f  fnit. !  back-
wards!.

*18. Fork-tailed storm petrels wfll
almost anything they find floatfng in
the open ocean.



ACROSS
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*22. The federal government controls off
lands beyond the state's three"

mile limit.

*25. It is possible that oil production in

� across! could resu'It in spills

of over thousand barrels during

the life of the field,

28. You +

29. Way back when, or long, long

*31. The Beaufort and Chukchi seas are part

of the Ocean  init.!.

32. The metal that steel is made from.

*34. Oil spreads faster in cold water than
it does in water.

*36. Scientists are trying to develop a less
fussy strain of "oil bugs" that will
clean up the whole

*37. Oil can be transported from offshore
production platforms by tanker or pipe

*20, The -Alaska pipeline now carries
about '1.5 million barrels of oil a day.

*22. Pelagic fish 'like salmon may be able to
away from oil spills.

23. and there.

24. Eastern Gulf  init.!.

*26. Oil industry jobs might provide a way
to money in some villages.

*27. A possible supply base for oil devel-
opment in Norton Sound is the city of

30. A land bird often called "wise old

 and probably a lot smarter than
the fork-tailed storm petrel!.

33. Okhotsk Sea  init.!.
35. Alaska Industries  init.!.
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travel  via Unimak Pass! to get to Nuiqsut?

1,000 miles

2,000 miles

2, 500 miles

About how far is it from Nuiqsut to the pipeline?

It is miles.  Oil companies helped out in
the crisis by flying in emergency supplies from Prudhoe
Bay.!

Write the name of your city or village on this map if it
doesn't already appear. Are there natural power sources in
your area that might be developed?
Do you know of others that aren't shown on this map?

 If so, check the list of symbols and
draw them in.! What energy fuel s! are you using now?

8.

7. One of the biggest power projects on the state's drawing
board right now is a hydroelectric darn development on the
Susitna River. It is located about halfway between Anchor-
age and Fairbanks. Find its symbol on the map and draw a
circle around it.





Read a Table

This table shows the average monthly amount of solar radiation
 heat and light! received at four Alaska cities.*

1. Which city is the farthest north?
 Check the map if you' re not sure. Palmer is about 40 miles

northeast of Anchorage.! The farthest south?

Cloud cover and shade from mountains and such can cut down
on the sun's radiation. Which city gets the least sun power
during May, June and July' ? Draw a
circle around. the months on the table.

3.

Which city gets the most solar energy during July, August
and September? Draw a circle around
the months.

4.

"Average daily amounts measured on a flat surface, 1960-1971.

**Solar radiation is measured in Langleys, named after U.S.
scientist Samuel P. Langley �834-1906!. A Langley is a unit of
energy equal to one gram-calorie per square centimeter.  A
gram-calorie is the amount of heat needed to raise the
temperature of 1 gram of water 1'C.j

2. Which city gets the most amount of sun in June and the least
amount in December?



SB

Complete this bar graph by using the figures on the bottom line
of the table. Draw lines above each bar on the graph, marking
the average yearly amount of solar energy each city receives.
Then extend the bars up to the lines and fill them in.

Would you say the midnight summer sun in the northern cities
makes up for the long dark winters?

A~~P ygg5Z St% 83%R
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220
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Energy Hog or Energy Hoarder5C

Read and mark the answers that best describe what you do to save
or use energy. Then total up your points: 70 points or more and
you' re an energy hoarder; 30 to 69 points you' re not too bad; 29
to -29 need some improvement; and -30 points or less you' re an
energy hog!

� pts!
� pts!

 -2 pts!

� pts!
� pts!
� pts!

� pt!

3.
� pts!

� pts!
 -1 pt!

4.

 -3 pts!

Do you turn the heat down and use lot
of quilts and blankets at night?
...an electric blanket?
...or just keep the whole house warm?

Do you grow some of your own vegetables?
...pick berries?
...hunt or fish for food?
...rely only on food from the Lower 48?

Do you eat food from the four basic
food groups everyday?
...sometimes eat from the four basic

food groups?
~ ..like pop, candy and potato chips?

In your spare time, do you always
have your nose in a book?
...bicycle, hike, swim, jog, canoe,

sail, or cross country ski?
. ~ .ride a three wheeler, in a car,

motorboat., or on a snowmachine?
...feel that your nose may one day

become permanently glued to the
tube  TV! ?

� pts!

� pts!

 -5 pts!



Is your house weatherstripped and
caulked?

...real drafty?

...or does it have holes big enough
for voles to come in through?

 subtract another 3 pts if the holes
are big enough for weasels!!

5.
� pts!

 -3 pts!

 -5 pts!

� pt!
� pt!

� pts!
 8 pts!

Are your windows single-paned?
...visqueened?
...double-paned?
...triple-paved?

6.

Give yourself a point for each inch
of fiberglass insulation {or
equivalent!
...in your roof
...in your floor
...in your walls
 if you have log walls, figure P pt
for each inch of thickness!

7.

8. Add 4 pts if your house has a vapor barrier.

Is the temperature in your house in
wintertime+

...warm enough for bikinis?

...OK for T-shirts and shorts?

...cool enough for light sweaters?

...requires heavy sweaters and wool
shirts?

9.

 "7 pts!
 -5 pts!

� pts!

� pts!

 -12 pts!10. Do you have a hot water heater?
...add 5 pt.s if it's insulated
...add 5 pts if it's set at. 120'F

or less

11. Do you cook several dishes in the
oven at once?
...use the oven for one large dish?
...or use it to make toast in the

morning?

� pts!
� pts!

 -1 pts!

12. Do you boil water with the lid on
the pan? � pts!

13. Af ter washing clothes, do you hang
them on the line to dry?
... never
~ ~ .in good weather
...in any weather

 -1 pts!
� pts!
� pts!

*If your house is well insulated, you can still have it warm and
be saving lots of energy, but there is such a thing as over-
heating!
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�0 pts!
 -5 pts!

� pts!

�5 pts!

14. Do you turn off lights when you' re
not using them?
...never

... sometimes

...always

15. Do you repair things when they break?
...or throw them away?

16. Are your clothes
...from second-hand stores or

hand-me downs?

...almost always new?

...only the finest designer specials?

17. Do you recycle or reuse newspapers,
cans, bottles, paper?

18. Do you shut off the TV or radio
when you' re not. using them?
...always
...sometimes

...never

19. Subtract 3 pts for. each gas or
electric appliance in your house.

20. Do you have solar panels, wind
generator, geothermal, hydropower,
or a heat pump in your house?

21. Add 3 pts for each additional way you
save energy. Write them here.

 -2 pts!
� pts!
� pts!

 8 pts!
� pt!

 -3 pts!

� pts!
 -1 pt!

 -3 pts!



22. Bonus question �5 pts!. List at least 5
new ways you can save energy in the future.

Now total your points.

needAre you a energy hoarder? not too bad?
some improvement? or an energy hog?



Beating the Energy Crunch5D

Tbis information and illustration is adapted from Alaska Tidel ines, Volume I I I, Number 1,
September 1980. Virginia Sims, editor. Published by the University of Alaska Sea Crant College
Program, Copyright @ 1980. Reprinted by permission.

bcnnt talk to Alaska charlie about the energy crunch,
He figures hc's got it best.

spring to hest his cabin

the creek tc keep it fran freezing

o hi ate~eel Can generate alettriCity fcr hi a lightS all Winter

hi i

5 His greenhouse is warmed by
dirant rayt from the sun
most of the year

powered by his «inc«f 11

Pr

He pipes in water froe a nearby hot

2 snc runs the overflow into

snd the rest of the time
by solar heat stored in
the earth and pulled out
by a ground-hest pump

whic'h also provides electric
current to separate the hydrogen
from the oxygen in the creak

he puts the hydrogen.
h is a high-powered, ncn-
uting fuel-in the gas tank
ie SnOW maohine and takaa
for a spin.



So we can't all be as lucky as Alaska Charlie and plug in
completely to nature's energy. But so what? Alaska is loaded
with the usual kinds of energy fuels--oil, natural gas and coal.
We have plenty for ourselves and enough to help fill the energy
needs of the rest of the nation as well.

True. But there are a couple of problems.

For one thing, those fuels are all fossil  FAH-sull! fuels, made
from the remains of plants and animals that lived millions of
years ago. Sure, nature is still making fossil fuels. But we' re
using them up about a billion times faster than they are forming.
The word "fossil" comes from the Latin fossilis, meaning "dug
out." And once dug out and burned, they are gone forever.

For another thing, even in Alaska those fossil fuels can be very
expensive. Some cities, such as Anchorage, are able to use
nearby natural gas fields for low-cost heat and power. But the
majority of small towns and villages rely on oil to run their
electric generators and heat their homes. And most of Alaska's
oil flows right down the pipeline and out of the state for
processing. By the time it gets back to rural Alaska, trans-
portation costs have pushed fuel prices higher than anywhere else
in the United States.

Now it's up to you. Design the house that you will build or want
to live in 10 to 20 years--whenever you' re ready to settle down.
What will Alaska be like then? Label the location of your house
and list energy-saving features.



Local Wetlands5E

Directions: Label these drawings with the name of a local
example  if there is one! and then the type of wetland  choosing
from those listed at the bottom of the page!.

2.

l.
Rivers, lakes and marshes
freshwater wetlands that are
formed in and along both
flowing and still waters.

3.

Coastal wetland � wetlands
formed where land and salt
water meet. Includes river
deltas, salt marshes, tide-
lands and barrier-island
lagoon systems.

Wet tundra � flat, treeless,
water-soaked land, char-
acterized by plants such as
grasses, sedges, cranberry,
blueberry, crowberry, lichens
and tiny willows. These
plants often grow in hummocks.

~Nuske � spongy or floating
mats o vegetation such as
sphagnum or "peat" moss,
cranberry, Labrador tea, and
sundew  a predatory plant!.
The water is highly acidic.
Black spruce are often asso-
ciated with Interior muskeg
 lodgepole pine are found in
Southeast muskeg!. Sometimes
muskeg are also called
"bogs'� "



Life in a Wetland



Weather Lore6A

People throughout the world have always been dependent on the
weather ' n their day-to-day lives. Here are some folk sayings
dealing with weather. Cut apart this sheet, and group the
sayings by whether they predict fair weather, rain or storm, or
clearing. Then tape or paste them by category on a fresh sheet
of paper for a handy weather guide.  Hint.. some of these
sayings you may have to divide in half, as part predicts one way
and part another[!

!
~»' PREDICTS FAIR WEATHER

PREDICTS CLEARING 8. "A veering windi fair weather

A backing wind: foul weather."
PREDICTS STORM

1. "Red sky in the morning,
Sailors take warning.

Red sky at night,
Sailors delight."

2. Rainbow to the windward,

Rain ahead;

Rainbow to the leeward

Rains end."

10. Hi gh visibility over sa1 t
water means rain is on the

way. Salty haze is dispelled
by unstable air currents.

3, "Swa'Ilows flying way up high
Mean there's no rain in the sky .
Swallows flying near the ground
Mean a storm will come around."

1'I. Birds perch more before storms.
Low pressure air is less dense,

making it harder to fly.

"If smoke goes high

No rain comes by.

If smoke hangs low

Watch out for a blow."

12. "Higher the clouds, fi ner

the weather."

13, Smells are stronger before

rain. Odors held down by

high pressure and escape as
the pressure drops.

5. "Sounds traveling far and wide
A stormy day will betide."

6. "Rain before seven,
Lift before eleven."

14, "A ring around the sun or moon
Bring rain or snow upon you soon."

15. "Short notice, soon past.
Long foretold, long last."

7. "When the dew is on the grass,
Rain will never come to pass.
When grass is dry at morning

light,
Look for rain before the night."

9. When the air is humid,
rain is more likely at
low than at high tide.
Falling tide reduces air
pressure.





Take Alaska's two major maritime zones at opposite ends of the
map, for example. Deep dense rain forests of towering evergreens
grow along the sheltered waterways of Southeast. Alaska's Inside
Passage. But far to the west, the Aleutian Islands have no trees
at all and are swept by some of the highest, winds in the world.

The position of the sun is an important factor in all the
climates of the world. But here again Alaska goes to extremes.
At Barrow, Alaska's farthest north city, the sun doesn't set at
all between May 10 and August 2  that's 87 straight days of
daylight! and it doesn't rise from November 10 to January 24
 that's 67 straight days--uh, nights--of darkness!.

Bodies of water usually serve as a source of moisture and heat
for the land. But that doesn't quite work here, either. While
two oceans and three seas wash the coastline of Alaska, our
northern waters are covered by pack ice much of the year, which
keeps the polar regions cold and dry.

Land forms like mountains, valleys, rivers and glaciers can
create mini-climates within climates. And in Alaska they can
play strange tricks. Several years ago, hurricane force winds
funneling through mountain passes peeled roofs off houses in east
Anchorage, while on the west side of town people didn't even have
to hang onto their hats.

Find the location of your town or village and write it on the
map. Which climate zone do you live in?
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Read the description of your climate zone. Is that the way you
would describe the climate of your city or village if someone
asked you what it was like? What would you say?

Martime Zone: Cool summers and relatively warm winters.
Precipitation heavy--50 to 200 inches  mostly rain! along the
coast and up to 400 inches  mostly snow! on mountain slopes.
Strong winds over open areas.

Transition Zone: Mix of maritime and continental weather with
temperatures and precipitation about in between, except for heavy
snows in Gulf coastal areas. Bering Sea Coast climate is too
severe to be maritime, but milder than Interior and polar areas.

Continental Zone: Summers quite hot  record, 100'F at Fort Yukon
in 1915! and winters very cold  record, -80'F at Prospect Creek
Camp in 1971!. Winds and precipitation generally light.

Arctic Zone: Cold winters  average -15' to -18'F! and cool
summers  average 30' to 40' above!. Arctic ice pack usually
closes in on shore in early October and retreats in mid-July.
Snowfall light. Winds steady and strong along coast.

The preceding article is excerpted from Alaska Tidel ines  see credit et beginning!.
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Altostratus clouds are dense veils or sheets of
gray or blue. They often mean rain, especially
with a northeast-to-south wind.

Nimbostratus clouds are the true rain clouds
They are darker than ordinary stratus and you can
often see streaks of rain extending to the ground.

Cirrocumulus clouds are thin and patchy and often
form wave-like patterns in what sailors call a
mackerel sky, They aren't too dependable as a
weather sign, except as a warning of change.

Stratus clouds are a low, quite uniform sheet,
like a fog, with the base above the ground.
Usually they mean a fine drizzle, until they turn
into nimbostratus.

Cirrus clouds are thin, wispy and feather-like
mare's tails. As long as they don't build up into
thicker clouds, they mean that fair weather is
likely to continue.

Stratocumulus clouds are composed of gray
irregular masses of clouds spread out in a puffy
layer. They Don't produce rain unless they change
into nimbostratus.

Altocumulus clouds are patches or layers of puf fy
or roll-like clouds that look like sheep's wool.
Generally they mean fair weather, but when they
thicken watch for rain or snow.

Cirrostratus clouds are long thin sheets that look

crystals, they form large halos around the sun and
moon. They mean precipitation within 15 to 20
hours.

Cumulonimbus is a towering thunderhead. Its base
may almost touch the ground and violent updrafts
may carry the top to 75,000 feet. It can take an
hour or less to build up and produce a violent
drenching storm with hail, thunder, and lightning.
Rain will usually be over as quickly as it
started.

Cumulus clouds are puffy, white clouds that mean
fair weather, unless they pile up into cumulo-
nimbus.



Track That Storm6D

"TRACK THAT STORH1" is excerpted from Alaska Earthl ines/Tidel ines, Volume S, Number 1, September
1982. Virginia Sims, editor. Copyright @ 1982, The Alaska Geographic Society, Robert A. ken-

ning, president. All rights reserved. Special permission has been granted by The Alaska

Geographic Society, Box 4-EEE, Anchorage, Alaska 99509, to al low duplication of this worksheet

for classroom use from 1984 through 1986. Each duplicate must bear this copyright notice, and

the permission for such dup'iication does not extend to any other material on which The Alaska

Geographic Society holds copyright.

Any wind, of course, is simply the movement of air. Warm air is
light and rises' Cold air is heavy and sinks. The winds of the
world are caused mainly by these differences between temperatures
of air masses. And in Alaska, with cold dry polar air moving
down from the north and warm moist air moving up from the south,
you have an ideal battleground of stormy pushing and shoving.

Knowing when and where these storms will strike is of vital
importance to fishermen, farmers, bush pilots, hunters--and the
rest of us, for that matter. Weather satellites give us an
eye-in-the-sky view of where a certain storm is coming from and
what it is doing at the moment. But to find out what is actually
happening at the surface of the earth and to predict where the
storm will go and what it will bring to your area, you should
know how to read a surface weather map.

So give it a try. It's not as hard as it looks. Check these
weather symbols and the ones on the last page to get an idea of
what all those swirls and arrows and circles and flags mean.
Then track that storm!

Weather Conditions

The circle at the end of the "flagpole" shows the cloud cover.
Weather symbols are placed in the left of the circle.

=Fog

NOTE: Surface maps often include a lot more information--
precipitation, air temperatures, sea temperatures, wave height,
etc.--but that's too much for this space.

What makes our storms? Why do we have so many?

QClear

Q Over ca s t

Q!Partly cloudy

!Most].y cloudy

~ Cloudy

~ Light rain

;. Rain

~ Snow

�"�Heavy snow
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Here It Comes...

The weather map below shows a storm that moved in from the
North Pacific on October 22, 1981. Like most Alaska storms,
it was carried along by prevailing winds high aloft blowing
from west to east. Use the "North" arrow on the map to line
up your compass points. In which direction is this storm's
low pressure center moving?  Check one! Toward the south-
west . Toward the northeast

2.

The air is lightest at the center of a low pressure system.
As the heavier air around it presses in, the center air has
no place to got but. up. How heavy is the air at the center
of this storm? millibars. How heavy is the air

millibars.

3.

The battleline where warm air masses and cold air masses
push against each other is called a "front." When a typical
winter cold front passes through, rain may change to snow
followed by clearing weather. When a warm front passes
through, snow may change to rain or drizzle. What kind of
front is sweeping out ahead of this storm?
fronts What kind of front is following along behind it?

front.



Winds in a low pressure system don't all move in the same
direction as the path of the storm. They whirl around the
center like water going down the drain of a bathtub  except
they "drain" upwards instead!. Winds around a low pressure
system move in a counter-clockwise direction. From which
direction are the winds blowing at the Pribilof Islands?

How strong are they? knots. What
kind of precipitation is falling there?

There It Goes...

As you can see on the weather map below, our storm began to
die out over Norton Sound on October 23.  It wasn't a very
big storm by Alaska standards, but it was typical for early
fall.! Using the scale of nautical miles, figure out how
far the storm center traveled in 24 hours:

nautical miles.

2. By now part of that cold front has caught up with the
leading warm front and we have a mix. From Nome to the Gulf
Coast it is an front. From the coast. to south of

Kodiak Island it is a front.
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3.

WEATHER SYMBOLS

High pressure center

Low pressure center.

Direction and speed of high and low centers.

Cold front  cold air pushing warm air out of the
way!.

Warm front  warm air pushing cold air out of the
way!.

Occluded front  cold front overtaking a warm
front!.

Stationary front  not moving--a stand-off!.

Isobars--lines of equal pressure.

The word "isobar"  EYE-so-bar! comes from the
Greek isos, meaning "equal" + harps, meaning
"weight" or pressure.

Numbers on the isobars show sea level
pressure in millibars �,000 millibars =
29.53 inches of mercury on your barometer, or
about 15 pounds of air pressure!.

Wind Direction and Speed in Knots
 Knots are nautical miles per hour!

ttle lines running out like flags
5 knots; one full line = 10

pointed in the direction the wind

Wind speeds are shown by the li
on a flagpole. One-half line
knots. The flagpole itself is
is blowing.

5 knots from the west ~10 knots from the east
65 knots from the north

 black flag = 50 knots!
Tidelines  see credit at beginnIng!.

35 knots from the southwest

The precedI ng arti cl e I s excerpted from Al asks

Judging from that high pressure system moving down from the
north, it looks like fair weather might be ahead for most of
Alaska. A high pressure center is just the opposite of a
low pressure center. In a high, the pressure in the middle
is the heaviest and the winds push outward, this time
blowing in a clockwise direction. How heavy is the air
pressure at the center of the high? millibars.
How heavy is the air pressure at Barrow?
millibars. How strong is the wind there? knots.
What is the cloud cover?
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Make Your Own Weather Instruments

WEATHER VANE:

Two important points to remember are:

1. The vane must move freely and easily on its axis, with the
front pointing into the wind.

2. The vane part must be in balance.

Use a compass to figure true north and don't forget to figure
declination.

BAROMETER:

An old-fashioned weather glass is easy to make.

When the air pressure is low, water drips out of the tubing.
When the air pressure is high, water is held back in the tubing.

ANEMOMETER:

In the cup anemometer, the openings of the cups catch the wind,
and the wind forces the cups to revolve. The number of rev-
olutions per minute gives you the wind speed. To figure out the
wind speed of your anemometer, hold it out the window and count
the revolutions per minute. Then check with your local weather
station and find out the wind speed for that day.



IKAUFORT SCALE OF WIND EFFECTS

Symbols on
~t

geaufort
nuslber Sea ObservationsLand Observationsknotsmph

sea is ei rror smooth~ moke rises straight up0-1O-l

r'Ipples like scales
but without foam crests

smoke drifts slow'iy but
weather vanes don' t neve

1-31-3

wind felt on facei leaves
rustlei wind vane moves

short, more pronounced
wavelets

4 64-7

large wavaletsi crests
begin to break with
glassl fossl

leaves and twigs in motioni
wind extends light f'Iags

7-108-12

15 knotswaves are 'longer with
many whitecaps

small branches move; wind
raises dust and loose

11-1613-18

moderate wavasi white
foam crests

small trees sway 3 crested
wavelats appear on small
lakes

17-2114-24

large waves, more ex-
tensive foaming «restsi
probably scam spray

25 knots22 2725 31

sea heaps up; foam be-
gins to bl ms in streaks

whole trees in motioni
walking into wind becomes
difficult

32-38 28 33

35 knotshigher, rolling wavesi
foam blows in thick
streaks

twigs break off trees;
large objects hurled
across ground

34-4039-46

high waves, tumbling
crests, densr blowing
foam

45 knotsbranches break, slight
structural damage  roof
slates may bios away, atc.!

47-54 41.47

50 knotshi gh waves wi th long
overhanging crests;
great icos patches

trees uprooted, consider-
able damage occurs; seldom
experienced in'land

55 63 48-55 10

56-63 widespread dmnage64-77

7O knots64 71 extreme dosage1273 F 82

Another method is to get the help of a car driven on a calm day.
Hald your anemometer out of the car window and count the rev-
olutions per minute at different speeds. One difficulty with
this method is that the wind eddies outside the car windows will
influence your results' Is there any way you can correct this?

If you live in a windy area, and the anemometer often goes faster
than you can count, you may have to attach some gears to slow it
down. Try using a household egg beater.

What is the description of your wind today on the Beaufort Scale?

large branches novel
telegraph wires whistle 1
ISNSrall ~ 4 hard to Con-
troll very choppy lake
waters

waves so high that ship ~
are hidden in tha troughs
air completely filled
with ferns and spray, sea
completely whit ~ with
driving spray

QO -l.
! calm
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RAIN GAUGE:

Calibrate your rain gauge by pouring 1/2 inch of water in the
bottom of the empty can. Then pour that amount of water through
the funnel. The water will reach the 1/2 inch level in the jar.
Mark it with a waterproof felt-tip marker or a piece of tape.
Continue with the same procedure for 1/4 inch, 3/4 inch and 1
inch. Rainy areas of Alaska may need larger rain gauges!

HYGROMETERS

This must be made strong enough so you can swing it back and
forth. To use it, first wet the base of the thermometer with the
shoelace on i' Then swing it. back and forth for four to five
minutes. Record the temperature of each thermometer. Then use
the following chart to figure relative humidity:

TABLE OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY - MEASURIHG MOISTURE
T»ep»»»t»»»»t ~ I», ky-Lull Swack»t»», FehreelI»t tOttfe~»» bo

~ »»»» L»IL
mJ 4y teIL

t
30»

90

38

18

'I0

16'

18

20

12

24

40» 50 ~

92 93

84 87

76 80

48 74

52 61

37 49

22 37

8 26

60' 70'

94 95

89 90

86 84

78 81

68 72

58 64

55

39 48

30 40

21 33

13 26

5 19

80» 90» 100 ~

96 96 97

91 92 93

87 88 90

83 85 86

7S 78 80

68 71 71

61 4S 68

54 59 42

47 S3 57

41 47 51

35 41 47

29 36 62

23 32 37

18 14 33



Keeping Watch on the Weather

weather Recorder's Name



Buy Bikinis or Haul Out Your Parka?
"BUY BIKINIS...OR HAUL QUT YOUR PARKASfn is excerpted and adapted from Alaska Earthli nes/
Tidelines, Volume V, Number 1, September 1982. Virginia Sims, edi tor. Copyright N 1982, The

Alaska Geographic Society, Robert A. Henning, president. All rights reserved. Special permis-
sion has been granted by The Alaska Geographic Society, Box W-EEE, Anchorage, A'Iaska 99509 to
allow duplication of this worksheet for classroom use from 1984 through 1986. Each duplicate
must bear this copyright notice and the permission for such duplication does not extend to any
other material on which The Alaska Geographic Society holds copyright.

For a number of years now, scientists have been keeping a wary
watch on the buildup of carbon dioxide  DIE-ox-ide! in the
atmosphere--the air that surrounds the earth. Carbon dioxide is
an invisible, odorless gas made up of one part carbon and two
parts oxygen  CO !. Normally it serves as a life-giving link
between plants akd animals  including people!. We breathe in
oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide. Plants absorb the carbon
dioxide  which they need to grow and make food! and give off
oxygen--and everybody benefits'

When living things die or decay or when once-living things--such
as wood from trees--are burned, they give off carbon dioxide.
Fossil fuels, such as coal and petroleum, were formed from the
remains of once-living things too. So about 100 years ago when
we started burning great quantities of coal, oil and gas in our
factories, homes and automobiles, that neat balance of oxygen and
carbon dioxide began getting off kilter. Clearing the lands and
forests to make way for more cities and people just added to the
problem.

What does all this have to do with our weather? When you turn a
lot of carbon dioxide loose in the air, strange things are apt to
happen. The air still lets the sun's radiant energy rays through
to heat the ground. But it partly blocks the reflected heat from
the earth that would normally flow freely back into space. This
creates what scientists call a "greenhouse effect" because the
carbon dioxide holds the warm air in--just like the glass or
plastic sheeting on a backyard greenhouse.

Carbo~ dioxide makes up only the tiniest part of our atmosphere,
but it has been building up at an alarming rate. Since the early
1900s carbon dioxide in the air has risen from 290 to 340 parts
per million {ppm!. It is now rising by about 3 ppm each year.
And it doesn't take much to make a difference.

In spring of 1982 more than 30 of the nation's scientists met at
the University of Alaska in Fairbanks to discuss the carbon
dioxide problem. They couldn't agree on whether or not the
recent five-year warm spe1l in Alaska was caused by the carbon
dioxide buildup. But they did make some predictions about what
might happen to the world's weather in general, and to northern
areas such as Alaska in particular, if and when the carbon
dioxide warming trend really gets going.  Those predictions ar»
based on a couple of big "ifs"--IF the present rate of buildup
continues, and IF all other forces that affect the weather stay
about the same.!



This may sound like science fiction stuff, but they said that by
the time most of you are grandparents--or at least by the middle
of the next century--the earth as a whole could be 4 to 5 degrees
warmer and Alaska could be 9 to 15 degrees warmer!

The scientists said that the most dramatic changes would be felt
in all regions north of 60' Latitude, including most of Alaska.
 Trace 60' Latitude on a world map and you will see that it runs
just north of the Southeast Panhandle, crosses the middle of the
Kenai Peninsula just south of Ninilchik, and passes out into the
Bering Sea over Nunivak Island. What other areas of the world
would be included?!

They explained it this way:

In northern areas the warming trend would reduce the number of
months the ground is covered by snow. The bare ground, in turn,
would absorb more heat, speeding up the process. Meanwhile, the
normal offshore ice pack would shrink back, first on the Bering
Sea and then on the Arctic Ocean.  While large bodies of water
don't absorb heat as fast as land masses do, they hold it longer
and have a huge storage capacity.! And finally perhaps, for the
first time in three million years, the Arctic Ocean might be
completely free of ice in the summertime.  Scientists estimate
that a permanent rise of another 7' to 9' could do the trick.!

Unfortunately, it might not all be bikini weather. Warm air and
open water also increase evaporation, which usually brings more
clouds and more rain or snow. So while winters could be warmer,
the summers could be cooler and wetter.

Would these changes be good or bad? It depends.

Ice-free northern waters would certainly be a boon to shipping
and water transportation.  Can you imagine state ferry service
into Barrow?! Offshore oil developers would have less to worry
about. 1t would be tough on subsistence seal hunters and
whalers. But commercial fishing fleets might appear off our
Arctic shores for the first time--although the warmer water
temperatures might have some affect on our current fish popula-
tions.

Melting permafrost would leave us with a lot of cracked-up,
lopsided buildings, bridges, highways, airports and such, which
would have to be replaced. On the other hand, forests and the
wildlife they support would slowly spread north into now frozen
tundra regions. With warmer soil, mild temperatures and longer
growing seasons, farming could become one of Alaska's major
industries.

The melting ice and snow could cause the oceans to rise--perhaps
six i.nches by the end of this century. That would flood
low-lying coastal areas. But the change would be gradual and
could be handled with some relocations  However, if the ice at
the South Pole melted, it would be a different story. That would
raise the world's sea level 18 feet.!
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Too far out? Well, there are already early signs of some of
these predictions coming true. In the eastern Bering Sea,
surface water temperatures have been rising since 1976 and the
winter ice cover has been smaller. Shallow permafrost has
"warmed up" several degrees in many parts of Alaska. And every-
body knows the past few summers have been unusually sloppy and
yukky.

Haul Out Your Parkas...

The funny part of all this is that our warm spell came at a time
when many scientists predicted our climate should be cooling off.
They say that at no time during the earth's long history have we
gone for more than 10,000 years without an ice age--and that one
is now definitely overdue.

What brings on an ice age? Nobody really knows. But a popular
theory is that ice ages are timed to slight shifts in the earth' s
great oval orbit around the sun and slight wobbles in the tilt of
its polar axis. Just a small increase in the angle of tilt
toward the sun  warmer! or away from the sun  colder! can make a
big difference in the temperature of our northern latitudes.

Using models based on the laws of orbital mechanics, scientists
have found that ice ages past followed these wobbles and shifts
in the earth's movements. And the models insist we' re in for
another one.

Indeed, Alaska's five warm years came right on the heels of a
30-year stretch of unusually cold weather that ran from 1945 to
1975. But it could be, of course, that without the carbon
dioxide buildup in the atmosphere, we already would be piling on
the parkas.

Stick With the Jeans...

Not to worry, say many weather watchers. We' ve had warm spells
and cold spells, long cycles and short cycles since Year 1. And
80 years of record-keeping in Alaska are just a drop in the
bucket. There are many things, they argue, that affect our
climate--and we have a lot more to learn about all of them before
we make solid predictions. Here are just a few examples:

Sunspots � These are dark blotches of different sizes that
seem to move across the sun's fiery surface. Actually, they
are violent storms of electrified gases with such a strong
magnetic force that they can disrupt communications and
radio and TV reception here on earth.

Usually they change in cycles of 11 years, and our warm
weather cycles seem to come at the peak of sunspot activity.
 We are now easing off such a peak.!



Air currents/water currents � High in the sky is a great
300-mile-wide river of wind called the "jet stream," which
sweeps around the globe from west to east. Pilots of
east-bound planes often take advantage of these tail winds,
which may top speeds of 250 miles an hour.

Normally the jet stream circles the earth at around 40'
Latitude  over mid-America!. But when it veers off
track--as it did during that weird winter of 1976-77 when it
shifted to a direction of southwest to northwest--it can
change weather patterns.

Changes in ocean currents and ocean temperatures also seem
to affect the climate, but we' re not sure how.

"Dirt" in the air � Anything tossed up into the
atmosphere--ash from erupting volcanoes, blowing sands from
deserts, dust and dirt from cleared lands--tends to shade
the earth from incoming sunlight and cool things off.

So take your pick. Will Alaska be warmer, colder, or about the
same? Only time will tell.

But many scientists believe major changes are in the works--and
that we' ll be able to tell within our lifetimes what will happen
next.

William Kellogg of the National Center for Atmospheric Research
at Boulder, Colorado, one of the scientists who attended the
conference on carbon dioxide at the University of Alaska in the
spring of 1982, put it this way:

The globe will be a lot warmer by the year 2000 than at any
time in the last 1,000 years, with warmer winters and cooler
summers. Nobody will doubt the reality of it within the next
10 years."

Well, we' ll see. But, meanwhile, you might want to keep an eye on
your own thermometers.

This article was reviewed for content and scientific accuracy by
Glenn Juday, visiting associate professor and ecological reserves
coordinator, Agriculture Experiment Station, University of
Alaska, Fairbanks'

The preceding article is excerpted from Alaska Tidel ines  see credit at beginning!,



Answer the questions and fill in the blanks.

List two ways in which air pollution could change our
weather.

a.

b.

What gas is given off when living things die, decay, or are
burned'?

2.

4. What would be the effects of a warming trend on northern
areas?  List at least five!

a.

b.

C ~

d.

e.

What is the longest time the earth has ever gone without an
ice age?

5.

What. is one way scientists think an ice age could happen?6.

7. a. What are sunspots?

b. What do they do to our temperature?

3. Draw a picture to explain what the "greenhouse" effect is.
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8. What do you predict will happen to our Alaskan climate in
the future'?
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Water and I

How much water do you use every day? I estimate that I use
gallons of water.

How would you figure out how much water you use?2.

Keep track of how much water you use in a day--using the
method you devised. I use gallons of water per
day.

3.

What ways could you conserve water?4.

a.

b.

C

d.

e.

Now try to conserve water for a day and keep track of your
use.

gallons of water today.b. I saved

c. If you conserved water every day, how many gallons
would you save in a year?

The average American family uses 70 gallons a day for each
member of the family.

6.

a. How many gallons a day would your family use if each
member used the average amount?

b. How many gallons a day does your family use?

c. How many gallons a year, on the average, is used by
American families the size of your family?

a. I used

serving water.
gallons of water per day by con-
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d. How many gallons per year does your family use?

e. How many gallons per year could your family save?

7. If every family in your community saved as much water in a
year as your family, how many gallons would that be?

8. Why is it important to save water?



Ocean Word Images7A

by Ruth Berman and her students

Directions: Write what each image represents in the blank below
the drawing.
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